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Abstract.

A numericalcirculationmodel with 1/6 ø res-

originating in the Denmark Strait. Spreading and adjustment rates of the baroclinic flow depend on vorticity dynamics related to sloping topography and lead to a simu-

olution and an accurate topography formulation explains
details of the observed circulation in the Irminger and
Labrador Seas that were recently revealed by Lavender et

lated circulation at 700 m (Fig. 1) that essentiallyshows

al. [2000]. We showthat the recirculationpattern is es-

LDO2000

tablished through a locally wind induced flow controlled by
the bottom topography and enhancedthrough remote baroclinic forcing by the denseplume of Denmark Strait overflow

The

water.

The basic circulation

is a robust

feature

characteristics.

Model

The

in a hierar-

observed

model

is based on the MIT

z-coordinate

ocean

cir-

culationmodel [Marshall et al., 1997]with 31 vertical lev-

chy of model setups. It exists in the purely barotropic case
driven by steady winds and is even maintained when realistic daily forcing is added. The narrow recirculation zone
is manifested by a sea level depressionspanning from the
Denmark Strait acrossthe Irminger into the Labrador Sea.

els and resolves the subpolar North Atlantic and parts of

the GreenlandIceland Norwegian(GIN) Sea with 1/6 ø x
1/6 ø (i.e. approximately18 km meridionaland 9 km zonal
resolution).In contrastto "traditional" primitive equations
models, the bottom-most box, however, is allowed to be par-

tially filled lAdcroftet al., 1997],leadingto a significantly

Introduction

improved representation of the topography at the given resRecent float-based observations in the Labrador and Irolution (Fig. 2, insert). Our strategy in the designof the
rainget Seas[Lavenderet al., 2000, henceforthLDO2000] model experiments was as follows:
have revealed a previously undescribed mid-depth circula- (A) Explorethe role of bathymetryin barotropicrunswithtion pattern that depicts the subpolar gyre of the North out (exp. A1) and with (exp. A2) partially filled bottom

Atlantic as a narrow structure interconnecting these regions
by a band of alternating flow just downslope of the 3000 m
depth contour. This flow pattern provides a path of fast
communication between the basins of the subpolar gyre in
the North Atlantic. A rapid spreading of water massesbetween the Labrador and Irminger basin was already present
in the classicalpicture of the circulation, as seen in Dietrich

cells under steady wind forcing.

(B) Take into accountthe effectof stratificationwith an
idealizedinitial two water masssetup (givenby 2 mean temperature profiles north and south of the Greenland-Scotland

ridge (GSR) systemdeterminedfrom the Levitus climatology). We thus include the additional important polar/-

et al. [1975](e.g. their Figs. 10.47 and 10.49) and recently supported by measurements of fiuorocarbon tracers

Ocean circulation models traditionally have problems
simulating the circulation in the vicinity of strong topographic gradients, especially those with z-coordinate formulations.

Indications

Greenland

64øN

[$y et al., 1997].

of a realistic

circulation

60øN

in the sub-

polar area of the Atlantic are seenin Smith et al. [2000]
and in the isopycnal and sigma coordinate models of the

56øN

DYNAMO intercomparison
study [Willebrandet al., 2001].
Suggestions that not just horizontal resolution, but especially the representation of the bottom topography has a
substantial impact on the flow simulations are provided by

Labrador

52øN

Gri[fieset al. [2001].We will demonstrateherethat an improved topographicrepresentationhas a significanteffect on
the simulated

Labrador

Sea flow field and that

the result-

48øN

ing barotropic subpolar circulation is significantly enhanced
by the baroclinic flow associatedwith the densewater plume
44øN
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1. 1995 mean velocity vectorsat 700 m depth in the

model run with optimized bottom topography representation and
daily surface forcing. Vectors are smoothed over the same hori-
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zontal scaleas in Lavenderet al. [2000],vectorsgreater than 10
cm/s scaledto equal length and marked red.
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'

60øN

ous pure barotropic simulation, the Ekman divergencesand
the GSR outflow now modulate the density field and the
strength of the circulation on longer time scales. After one
year, the subpolar gyre north of 53ø N is practically estab-

lished (Fig. 3a). In Fig. 3c we have sketchedsuccessive
56'N

52oN-•

48øN

44'N

phasesof the propagating overflow plume characterized by
the plume arrival, while the insert figure shows a section
of the barotropic stream function at 58ø N with an equivalent color coding. Even after 5 months, the overflow plume
has not yet reached the latitude of 58ø N, and the western
boundary current transport is only about 10 Sv. But after

-

64oN

Figure 2. Barotropic case: sea surfaceheight, in cm, averaged
over one month of iteration for partially filled (exp. A2, color)
and full bottom cells (exp. A1, isolines). The picture insert
showsbathymetry profilesat 58ø N for NDGC 5 arc-minute data
(green),exp A1 (red) and exp. A2 (black).

subpolar exchangeof cold water masses.A time mean wind
forcing was applied and the bottom topography was repre-

sentedwithout (exp. B1) andwith (exp. B2) partiallyfilled

.

60øN

56øN
1
52øN
j
48'N

bottom cells. Because temperature is the controlling parameter that mainly determines the density in the subpolar
gyre, we use a temperature- density relation as in KSse and

Oschlies[2000].
(C) Apply full time dependentsurfacefluxes.The modelis
forced with the daily surfacewind stressand heat and freshwater flux fields for the period 1992 - 1997 that emerged

from an oceanassimilationapproach[Stammeret al., 2001].
The initial conditionsweretaken from climatology[Levitus
et al., 1994], againstwhich the solutionwas restoredin a
3ø wide strip along the southern boundary.

Results

To compare the model results with LDO2000 we will focus mainly on the geostrophicpressure at the 700 m level.
As expected, the barotropic wind driven circulation is established rather quickly, and within 3 months the west-

ern boundarycurrentreachesa quasi-steadystate (Fig. 2)
which with partially filled cells looks strikingly similar to
LDO2000.

The staircase-likebottom topography(Fig. 2, insert)
leads to a broad-brushedsubpolargyre (contoursin Fig.
2). With partially filled cells, a faster spreadingof information along the topographic slope is evident. It confirms

the analysisof Pacanowskiand Gnanadesikan[1998]who
improved topographic wave propagation by partially filled
cells. The improved dynamics leads to a reduction of the
cross-slopeflow and thus reducesthe cyclonicspin-up of the
deeperparts of the basins. The similarity with the LDO2000
geostrophic pressurefield estimation is obvious. Its magnitude, however, is too small.
A substantial part of the subpolar cyclonic gyre water
enters as densewater flowing through the GSR system. We
used exp. B2 with partially filled cells to established a
first order estimate of the real circulation in the presence
of stratification and dense water supply of North Atlantic

.55øW

45øW

35øW

? 5øW

1 .%øW

Figure 3. Baroclinic cases:(a) Geostrophicpressureat 700 m
depth, in cm of water, averagedover month 13 of exp. B2. (b)
As (a) but averagedover month 24 of exp. B1. (c) GIN Sea
tracer tongue of exp. B2 after 3 (black), 5 (blue), 7 (purple),
9 (green), 11 (black) and 13 (red) months of integration. The

Deep Water (NADW). This idealizedbaroclinicexperiment smaller picture shows the transport profiles in Sv at 58ø N at
establishes a preliminary quasi-steady state in the western
boundary again after 3 months. But contrary to the previ-

the same time steps. Shown is also the transport profile after 24

monthsof exp. B1 (black symbols).
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the cluster is dispersed in large part into the recirculation
west and east of Greenland. Only a small fraction has taken
the southern route in the fast western boundary current
with cross-isobathalflow north of Flemish Cap, as described
in LDO2000. These floats arrived 6 months later east of
the Mid Atlantic Ridge or in the southeastern Irminger Sea
west of the Reykjanes Ridge. Major sites of cross-slopeflow

are the region north of Flemish Cap at 48ø N and also the
52øN

-,o areanorthof 55ø N, bothconnected
with sharpdirectional
-,5

48øN

-20

changesof the continental slope. The induced downslope
flow initiates stretching of the water column and produces
additional cyclonic vorticity, that leads to enhanced north-

-25 ward return flowcharacterizing
the downslope
flank of the

44øN
,

,

65øW

55øW

45øW

$5øW

250W
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-30 geostrophic pressure anomaly.
The structure of the Labrador Sea boundary current

Figure 4. Full baroclinic case (exp. C): As (Fig. 3a) but
averagedover Jan- Jun 1995. Positionsafter 6 months (light
blue) of 700 m floats,initialized in a cluster(box).

of exp. C (Fig.

geostrophic
flow[Fischerand$chott,2001]. The geostrophic
flow results from the combined pressure gradients due to
surface elevation

? to 9 months

a drastic

increase

to 30 and 40 Sv occurs

synchronouslywith arrival of the overflow plume. Finally,
after the plume has reached Flemish Cap after 11 months, a

substantialfractionof the boundaryflow (about 20 Sv) is returnednorthward(red and blackcurvesin insertof Fig. 3c).
The overall appearanceis that of the barotropic flow (exp.
A1) but enhancedsignificantlyin its amplitudedue to the

5a) reveals the doming of the isopyc-

nals required for the observed reversal in a predominantly

and the internal

stratification.

The latter

accounts for 40% of the external part, but with opposite
sign. Combined they lead to the total transport shown in
Fig. 5b.

Conclusion
We have demonstrated

that

the observed

flow structure

in the Labrador Sea can be explained as a locally wind(exp. B1, Fig. 3b) the baroclinicoverflowplumehassignifi- driven circulation in the presence of topography interacting
cantly slowerpropagation. Moreover the enhanced eddy ac- with the baroclinic flow field due to the Greenland-Scotland
tivity leadsto a more diffusiveflow and the plume is found at overflow. A necessary element in a realistic simulation of
greater depth, thus at smaller topographicgradients. Note the Labrador Sea appears to be the proper representation
that the narrow recirculationis completelymissing(squares of the bottom topography and the path of denseN ADW water flow. Although the precise vertical extent of the dense
in insert of Fig. 3c).
The fundamental flow pattern found under simplified water plume is not met in our model, the net vertically inconditions(Figs. 2 (color)and 3a) are not changedwith tegrated density anomaly connectedwith it follows the correalistic stratification and daily forcing. Results of this exp. rect path along the topography(Fig. 3c) as do perturbaC mean 700 m geostrophic pressure is shown in Fig. 4. tions in transport in the pure barotropic run. The strong
Model floats have been included at several depth levels. topographic slopessurroundingthe subpolar gyre have a sigThe positions of simulated floats 6 month after they have nificant im pact on the vorticity balance of the circulation.
been released in a cluster at 700 m depth near the most The classical theories of Stommel and Munk assumed rectangular basins with vertical walls. The vorticity acquired
prominent site of winter time deep convection reveal that

baroclinic forcing. With traditional staircase topography
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Figure 5. (a) 4-yearmeanmeridionalvelocityanddensitysectionat 53ø N. (b) Barotropicstreamfunctionat 53ø N. Total transport
(black), geostrophic(red), splitted in external (green)and internal (blue) parts.
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in the Sverdrup regime needed to be dissipated in a narrow
boundary current. More realistic theoretical approachesdo

not necessarily
requirefrictionalboundarylayers[Salmon,
1994]but insteadslopingshelfs.A further analysisin Biasloch et al. [2001]indeedverifiesthat the flow acrossf/H
contours is balanced by the joint effect of baroclinicity and

relief (JEBAR). Our resultssuggesta mechanismthat provides a lagged responseof the subpolar gyre to changesin
overflow and results in a varying intensity of the recirculation cell. Since the recirculation of the western boundary
current occurs at higher temperature, it would transport
additional

heat into the Labrador

Sea and could influence

the strength of the deep convection as well as the position
of the North Atlantic current axis. As pointed out by a
reviewer, a feedback loop in which the control of the Gulf
Stream position by the deep western boundary transport
at the crossoverpoint produces decadal oscillations has re-

cently been suggested
by Joyceet al. [2000]. Modelingof
these phenomenawould clearly require an exact propagation
along the topography which is achieved in our examples via
partial bottom cells.
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